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1) Activation Process Model, 
      phys.stat.sol.(b) 161 (1990) 123 -130 

     An attempt is made to produce an activation process model. The physical essence of the given 
model is different from that of the known activation model. The proposed model is based on fol-
lowing assumptions: 1) in the elementary activation interaction act the potential energy of mov-
ing atoms changes discretely or quantizes: the elementary activation act appears to be a series of 
quantum subsystems occurring in sequence (those subsystems may also be defined as identical 
harmonic oscillators); 2) an idempotent energy exchange between infrared radiation and interac-
tion atoms causes their discrete translational motion, the process is characterized by absorption 
and subsequent emission of oscillation energy quantum series produced by atoms. The first prin-
ciples in accordance with the model give formula, which describes the average energy of the 
translationally moving atoms participating in the elementary activation act. As an application of 
the model the formulae of solid state atomic diffusivity are derived as well as constants of first-
order chemical reaction rate. It is pointed out that the model may be applied to interpret superi-
onic conductivity effect and atom or molecule tunnelling. 

 
2) Activation Process Model: Application for Diffusivity in Covalent Crystals, 

J.Mol.Struct.(Theochem) 257 (1992) 1-24 
 

In this paper we try to produce an activation process model. The physical essence of the model 
is different from the Boltzmann-Arrhenius model. The proposed model is based on two assump-
tions: (1) in elementary activation interaction act, the potential energy of moving atoms changes 
discretely or in quanta: elementary activation act appears to be a series of quantum subsystems 
occurring in sequence (these subsystems may also be defined as identical quantum oscillators); 
(2) in statistical equilibrium with thermal radiation an energy exchange between IR radiation and 
interacting atoms results in discrete translational motion changes of those atoms which absorb 
and subsequently emit an oscillation energy quantum series. 

In accordance with the model proposed, a formula describing the average energy of the trans-
lationally moving atoms participating in an elementary activation act has been derived from first 
principles. As an application of the model, the formulae of solid state atomic diffusivity plus 
first-order chemical reaction rate constants have been obtained. The method of calculation of dif-
fusivity in covalent crystals has been elaborated on the basis of the model proposed. The diffu-
sivities of silicon, oxygen and their singly charged ions in monosilicon have been calculated. For 
this purpose the MO LCAO method in the CNDO/2 valence approximation has been used. 
Analysis of the calculation results obtained indicates the quality of the model proposed when ap-
plied to the diffusion process. 
 
 

3) The Features of the Spatial Structure of the Gramicidine A -Cesium Com-
plex, FEBS Letters 371 (1995) 35 –38 

 
     Earlier obtained two-dimensional 'H-NMR spectroscopy data were used to analyze the spatial struc-
ture and conformational mobility of the double right  ↑↓  ππ7.2

LD helix of the complex formed by grami-
cidine A and Cs+ ions in an organic solvent (a chloroform-methanol mixture). Analysis of the experi-
mental data permitted the determination of a set of conformations for each of the high-mobility residue 
side chains in the solution. The energy refinement of the most probable conformation of the double right 
↑↓  ππ7.2

LD helix was made and conformational rearrangements of the tryptophan residue side chain were 
studied in detail. 



 

 

 
4) Development of the Activation Process Model: Compensation Effect, 

Int.J.Quantum Chem. 59 (1996) 7-14 
 

     In this article, an attempt was made to develop an activation process model. The average en-
ergy of the translational motion of the atoms, taking part in the elementary activation process and 
being in the thermodynamic equilibrium with thermal radiation, was obtained using the quantum 
canonical Gibbs distribution and the model principles of elementary activation. The degeneracy 
and exclusion of some excited vibrational levels were taken into consideration, the result being a 
strong dependence of the probability of surmounting the activation barrier on the behavior of the 
excited vibrational states of the quantum subsystems. As an application of the development 
model, the formulas of the preexponential factor for solid-state atomic diffusivity and first-order 
chemical reaction rate constants were derived. Quantitative analysis of the atomic diffusion in 
solids in the framework of our model has made it possible to describe the diffusion processes in 
metals, covalent semiconductors, as well as diffusion anomalies, connected with the "nonclassi-
cal" behavior of the empirical Arrhenius dependence. A possible physical essence of a kinetic 
compensation effect is discussed. It was shown that compensation may be caused by only chang-
ing the degeneracy of the vibrational levels of the quantum subsystems.   
 
 

5) What Can the Activation Process Model Give the Adiabatic and Non-
Adiabatic Approximation? J.Mol.Struct.(Theochem) 538 (2001) 179 –188 

      

     In the framework of the adiabatic approach: the notion of a quantum subsystem for a separate 
molecule has been determined; the mechanism of transition from the previous quantum subsys-
tem to the subsequent one has been offered; the calculation of average energy of high-energy ro-
tational spectral components has been carried out from first principles for the diatomic molecule; 
the average energy of the translation of Hg and H atoms, participating in the HgH molecule ele-
mentary dissociation process, has been estimated; the overall system of equations for the elemen-
tary dissociation process of the molecule has been received; the notion of a quantum subsystem 
for a protein molecule has been defined; on the basis of this definition the kinetics of folding and 
insertion for the (J-barrel outer membrane protein A (OmpA) of Escherichia coli into dioleoyl-
phosphatidylcho-line (DOPC) bilayers has been simulated numerically; the possible adequacy of 
the model to dynamic properties of the protein mobility has been shown. 
     For the non-adiabatic approach: the quantum subsystem notion has been given; the phenomena 
of IR multi-photon absorption and photodissociation for molecules in the intensive field of laser 
radiation have been explained; the transcendental equation for calculation of a number of identical 
IR quanta absorbed by the molecule under its dissociation has been derived from first principles; 
the estimation of this parameter for the SF6 molecule has been carried out, and good coincidence 
with experimental results has been shown. In accordance with the model proposed, the concept of 
molecular structure has been outlined. 
 

6) Interaction Model of Thermal Radiation with Molecule at Low 
Temperatures: Molecular Tunneling, J.Mol.Struct.(Theochem) 578 (2002) 
47- 61  

To explain the molecular tunnelling process, the interaction model of thermal radiation with 
molecule at low temperatures has been proposed on the basis of development of the activation 
process model. Two additional foundations have been added to the main ones of the activation 
process model: (1) a propellant of elementary activation act of chemical transformation is an en-
ergy exchange between equilibrium thermal radiation and activated complex molecule, which is 
a moving atom or a molecule (a molecular group) interacting with the first coordinating sphere 
of molecular (quasi-) crystal or polymeride; (2) for an activation barrier simulation at low tem-



 

 

peratures, it is necessary to take into consideration a shift of levels of the neighbouring quantum 
subsystems from each other to account for a possible, more complicated, physical processes at 
the formation of a subsequent quantum subsystem from a previous one. 

The average energy of elementary activation act of chemical interaction with the account of the 
shift of the neighbouring quantum subsystems levels from each other has been calculated. The 
numerical simulation has been made for: photoinduced conversion of rhodopsin and deuterated 
rhodopsin into prelumirhodopsin; reconstitution of broken Fe-CO bonds for (}-haemoglobin; 
low-temperature polymerization of formaldehyde. The results of numerical simulation have been 
discussed in the framework of the adiabatic and non-adiabatic approaches. It has been shown 
that one may not invoke the molecular tunnelling as the process to explain the low-temperature 
chemical reactions, in which heavy atoms and molecular groups participate. The origin of the 
low-temperature limit of chemical reaction rate has been explained by the shift of the neighbouring 
quantum subsystems levels from each other. 
     The alternative has been proposed for Goldanskii's hypothesis for the role of the molecular 
tunnelling in chemical and prebiotic evolution occurring in interstellar space at very low tempera-
tures. It consists in use of the interaction model of thermal radiation with molecule at low tem-
peratures allowing to explain the origin of complicated organic molecules and biologically active 
macromolecules on dust grains surface. 
 
 

7) Simulation of the Double Proton Transfer Dynamics in the Benzoic Acid 
Dimer,  J. Appl. Spectroscopy 71 (2004) 462 - 468 

     A numerical simulation of the rate constants of the double proton transfer in the benzoic acid 
dimer at partial and complete deuteration of hydrogen bonds in the dimer as well as at different 
hydrostatic pressures applied to the sample has been carried out on the basis of the model of a 
multistage process activated by equilibrium radiation. It has been shown that this model, as op-
posed to the known approach based on the synthesis of two processes — activation (Boltzmann-
Arrhenius model) and molecular tunneling (Goldanskii model) — can describe both low- and 
high-temperature rate constants of reactions using a single set of parameters characterizing the 
process of interaction of the transforming molecule with the thermal field. 
 
 

8) Prebiotic Evolution, FEBS Journal 272 Suppl.1 (2005) 98,99 
 

     It would be desirable to bring to mind an interesting Goldanskii's hypothesis about the role of 
the molecular tunnelling in chemical and prebiotic evolution occurring in interstellar space at 
very low temperatures. The author has considered possible physical and chemical processes in 
interstellar dust clouds and comets with extended orbits, examining the radiationally-stimulating 
low-temperature polymerization of formaldehyde at length, which, in his opinion, should take 
place on a surface of dust grains by means of the molecular tunnelling process. Indeed, the mod-
ern models of dust diffuse and molecular clouds, and comets (for example, 'bird's nest' model as 
a porous aggregate of interstellar dust for simulating of a comet nucleus) suggest a presence of 
effective physical and chemical processes, resulting in the formation of simple and complex 
chemical combinations with mandatory participation of dust grains. Their temperature usually 
lays in the narrow temperature range 10-20 K. Consequently, there is an equilibrium exchange of 
energy between dust grains surface and thermal radiation. This circumstance allows us to apply 
the interaction model of thermal radiation with molecule at low temperatures without resorting to 
use of wave properties of atomic and molecular particles that is to exclude from consideration 
the molecular tunnelling process. The conclusion just made removes all restrictions on masses of 
atoms and molecular groups responsible for course of elementary chemical act at low tempera-
ture. It leads to the possibility or origin of not only complicated organic molecules, but also bio-
logically active macromolecules in interstellar space. The last statement certainly requires more 



 

 

weighty proofs. However, the elimination of the fundamental restriction of molecular tunnelling 
(i.e. the fact that de Broglie's wave length for moving particle is in excess of the activation bar-
rier width) suggests that chemical and prebiotic evolution in interstellar space can also follow 
this path. 

9) Application of the Activation Process Model to the Molecules, Positive Mo-
lecular Ions, Clusters and Proteins Surrouded of IR Laser Radiation, Proc. 
of SPIE  6727 (2007) 67272R-1 – 67272R-7 

     In 1990 the activation process model was proposed. Development of the activation process 
model led to description of either adiabatic or non-adiabatic processes for a molecular structure 
transformation. The model is based on two simple assumptions: 1. During the transformation proc-
ess, the potential energy of a molecular particle changes discretely or in quanta: the transformation 
process appears to be a series of quantum subsystems occurring in sequence (these subsystems may 
also be defined as identical quantum oscillators); 2. In the field of IR-laser radiation, an energy ex-
change between IR radiation and atoms of the molecular particle results in discrete translation of 
these atoms which absorb oscillation energy by identical quanta up to molecular structure complete 
transformation. The numerical simulation carried out according to the model offered has allowed to 
describe such processes as: dissociation of SF6 molecule and styrene ion C8H8

+; selfdifflision proc-
esses in Si, Ge and GaAs clusters; folding and insertion for the p-barrel outer membrane protein A 
(OmpA) of Escherichia coli into dioleoylphosphatidylcholine (DOPC) bilayers. So, we can see this 
model has a significant field of application to the activation processes stimulated by IR laser radia-
tion. 

10) Activation Process Model: Einstein Coefficients for Activation Barrier, J. 
Mol. Struct. (Theochem) 805 (2007) 87-90 

 
     Analytical calculation of Einstein coefficients is made for activation barrier of the Boltzmann-
Arrhenius model and an activation process model. For the activation process model an activation 
barrier is shown to have discrete energy structure due to its thermodynamic equilibrium with 
thermal radiation. This structure is determined by interaction of conformation substates of a 
molecule with thermal radiation. The Boltzmann-Arrhenius model represents an activation proc-
ess as a result of the work of high-energy spectral components of thermal equilibrium radiation. 
The process is realized by overcoming a potential barrier with continuous energy structure. 
However, it is shown, that such process is essentially non-equilibrium and hard to achieve at 
thermal equilibrium radiation. 
 
 

11) Modeling of Metamaterials: A Globular Protein as a Metamaterial prototype 
for Electromagnetic-Acoustic Conversion at Low Temperatures, Proc. of 
SPIE  8070 (2011) 807013-1 – 807013-13 

 
     The investigation is devoted to give proof to the simple idea, that a globular protein is a mo-
lecular machine. This machine effectively converts electromagnetic energy of thermal equilib-
rium radiation (TER) to energy of acoustic oscillations associated with low-temperature equilib-
rium fluctuations of protein structure. The laws of thermal equilibrium radiation, the activation 
process model and photon-to-phonon transformation mechanism in solid state are used to prove 
this idea. The absorbing ability of a globule is calculated for myoglobin and beta-hemoglobin 
macromolecules. It is shown, that up to 36 – 37 % of electromagnetic energy of TER is con-
versed to energy of the phonon bath. Then the bath’s energy is used to enable low-temperature 
equilibrium fluctuations of a globule. Thus, it is proved, that protein macromolecule is an acous-
tic resonator capable to store energy for structural transformations. So, a globular protein can be 
used as a metamaterial prototype for electromagnetic-acoustic energy conversion at low tempera-
tures. 
 
 


